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Short+Sweet Sydney – Gala Finals 
The most prestigious 10 minute theatre event in the world 

 

Fri 21 Mar, 7:30pm 

York Theatre, Seymour Centre 

 

 

 

Week 1’s winner and the first entrant to the Gala Finals is “Some Other Toy.” 

Written and directed by Fleur Beaupert and presented by Tanziecat Productions, 

we have Kim Do as Kylie and Alice Furze as Naomi. When Naomi loses a sex toy in a 

private place, she must turn to a call centre run by robots for help. Welcome to a 

Sex Mex future. 
 

 

Week 2’s Gala Finalist is “And What A Damn Fine 

Morning It Is”, written by Trace Crawford and directed by 

Stephanie Merriman and starring Sam Dugmore as Ted and David McLean 

as Jim. Two suburban male stereotypes emerge from their houses one 

morning. As they exchange niceties, it becomes apparent that beneath 

their pleasant facade lies a deep-

seated resentment of the other... 

 

 

After winning Crash Test Drama, 

Week 3’s winner is “Moonage Daydream”, written by Vee 

Malnar and directed by Tom Richards. A happy married couple 

relive the good old days at a concert. But when they can't find 

the car the good old days are soon forgotten. With Greg 

Wilken and Lynda Leavers. 

 

 

 

From Week 4 is “Nana” by Micah Joel, with Tom Richards directing. “Nana” 

is a darkly funny play that explores some of society’s most taboo topics: 

love, loss and sexuality among the aging. Independent Theatre Company 

The Orogeny Project presents Ros Richards and Donny Muntz. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Our Week 5 play was the winner of Short+Sweet Brisbane 2013, “Wild Flowers”. A 

quaint tea party takes a violent turn for the worse when someone eats the last 

cucumber sandwich. Set in the 1950s, “Wild Flowers” is an unconventional lesson in 

social graces and the dire consequences that await anyone who ignores them. Co-

written by Rebeccka Harrington, Mindy Fyfe and Alexandra Hines and also directed 

by Alexandra. It stars writer/director Alex as Petunia alongside 

Lauren O'Rourke as Violet and Alice de Groot as Iris. 

 

 

The winner of Week 6 is “Blabbermouth” by successful 

Victorian playwright Cerise de Gelder. Lewis Scamozzi directs 

Nat Backhouse as Gary, Rosemary Ghazi as Lisa and Jeremy Burtenshaw as 

Patrick. A lonely man, Gary, seeks company in a prostitute, Lisa. Things don't go 

quite to plan however when Patrick arrives - Lisa's husband! 

 

 

Week 7’s winner is “Level 2”, written by Mike McRae and 

directed by S+S 2013 Best Director James Hartley. Starring 

Bendeguz Devenyi-Botos as Omega, Marie Chanel as Alpha, Ellen 

Williams as Beta and Tom Green as Gamma. You are the project. They are the panel. 

Will you receive Level 2 clearance? 

 

 

Week 8 brings us the powerful monologue 

“Late For School” by Iain Moss. A young 

teacher is under intense interrogation for a 

horrible crime she had no idea she 

committed.  She was only late for school. Lisa Eismen 

directs Patricia Rowling. 

 

 

The Overall Wildcards People’s Choice Winner is 

“Stalemate”, written by Sally Davies and 

directed by John Wood. Newcastle Independent 

Theatre Company Seated Ovation returns for another year to present this play, featuring 

Emily Daly as Eleanor, Theo Rule as Cookie and Matt Graham as Geoffrey Munch. A 

wannabe chef faces the biggest culinary challenge of her life that answers the question, 

how does someone stop from being inappropriate with food? 

 

 

The Overall Wildcards Winner (Judges’ Choice) is “The Blue Balloon” 

by Angie Farrow. Grieving Hugo releases a blue balloon that 

immerses his city. The balloon’s presence liberates the inhabitants 

from the constraints, rules and conventions that limit our experience of life, 

prompting characters to discover previously unimagined parts of themselves. 

Cecile Payet directs a cast of Daniel Gorski, Rachael Williams, Ethan Lowinger, 

Hannah Zaslawski , Anthony White, Lyna Collins, Olga Pagrati, Brooke Doherty 

and Ivan Kurnia. 

 

 

 

 

  

 



 

The Overall People’s Choice Winner (equal first) is “Therapist” by Canberran 

John Lombard. Directed by Co-Directed by the world’s nicest people, Rob and 

Leah White, this play stars Rowena McNicol as Mary and Richard Carwin as Tom. 

Lies, deception, lust and romance. The old story of boy meets girl, boy likes girl, 

girl becomes boy's 'therapist'? Will girl be able to help boy? Is 

there happy ever-after for these two? 

 

 

The other Overall People’s Choice Winner is “Guided By Voices” 

by Canberra writer Mark Konik. John is an attractive and successful 

Marketer. Sally is a cute quirkie chemist. The only big problem 

with John is his out of control inner voice and his lack of confidence. A witty comedy 

that laughs at and holds up a mirror to our self-destructive behaviours. Florence 

Kermet directs Nat Jobe as the Inner Voice, Jamie Merendino as John and Kat Hoyos as 

Sally. Rosemary Ghazi is assistant director. 

 

 

 

 

The S+S Gala Finals are the best dozen plays from over 162 plays included in 

our festival. It’s truly a show not to be missed. 
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Theatre Galas: Fri 21 Mar, 7:30pm 

Variety Galas: Sat 22 Mar, 7:30pm 
 

 


